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Radiation hard silicon for sLHC
Today’s most awaited high energy physics experiment is the large
hadron collider (LHC) at CERN. In the tracking area of the LHC ex-
periments up to 200 m2 of silicon sensors are used. The aimed lu-
minosity for the LHC upgrade is L=1035 cm−2s−1.
The radiation induced bulk damage in silicon crystal will lead to a
severe decrease of the signal to noise ratio during the operational
time. In particular, the pixel detectors in the innermost layers will
be exposed to fluences of some 1016cm−2. An improved radiation
hardness of the silicon sensors is needed.

Effects due to radiation damage
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Bulk damage results in changes of
the sensor properies such as

• field distribution
⇒ depletion voltage

• dark current
• trapping

Impact of microscopic defects on the effective doping concentration

Concentrations by TSC ⇒ Comparison with Neff

Measurements of epitaxial material (EPI) demonstrate a dominant acceptor generation after neutron irradiation being the source for type
inversion. This is not seen after proton irradiation due to a pronounced donor generation. The defects influence the space charge (SC),
either donors with positive or acceptors with negative contribution [1]. Annealing experiments were performed to identify these defects.

Approach: defect engineering

Aims:

• identification of damage induced defects

• understand defect kinetics

• passivate defects by introducing impurities

• find best silicon material

• combine defect engineering with other approaches

Methods:

• combined microscopic and macroscopic measurements

• defect concentrations by Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy
(DLTS) and Thermally Stimulated Current technique (TSC)

• determine macroscopic sensor properties by CV/IV

• annealing experiments

Prediction of the reverse annealing for n-EPI material

1 MeV neutrons
Defect concentrations by TSC ⇒ Comparison with CV-results

23 GeV protons

Defect kinetics fully understood [3]!
Breakthrough in understanding radiation damage!

Defect cluster: source for dark current
Defect concentrations by DLTS

A correlation between the generation of the dark current and vacancy
like defect clusters [2] is found. This DLTS study was performed on
Φeq = 3 × 10

11 cm−2 neutron irradiated MCz material.

Major progress

• breakthrough in understanding radiation damage

• complete understanding of defect kinetics

• prediction of reverse annealing

• correlation between cluster defects and dark current

next:

• find ways to passivate cluster defects
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